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Making Mistakes Saves the Single World of the Extended Wigner’s Friend Experiment 
Szymon Łukaszyk 

 
The Extended Wigner’s Friend thought experiment comprising a quantum system con-

taining an agent who draws conclusions, upon observing the outcome of a measurement 
of a qubit prepared in two non-orthogonal versions by another agent led its authors to 
conclude that quantum theory cannot consistently describe the use of itself. It has also 
been proposed that this thought experiment is equivalent to coherent entangled state (Bell 
type) experiments. It is argued in this paper that the assumption of the freedom of choice 
of the first Wigner’s friend invalidates such equivalency. It is also argued that the as-
sumption of locality (physical space) introduces superfluous identity of indiscernibles 
metric axiom, which is invalid in quantum domain and generally disproven by the Ugly 
duckling mathematical theorem. 

 
Keywords:  measurement problem, Wigner’s friend, Bells’ theorem, observer-independent facts, 

quantum contextuality, identity of indiscernibles, Łukaszyk-Karmowski metric, Ugly 
duckling theorem, locality, freedom of choice. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Extended Wigner’s Friend thought experiment 
(EWF) contains a contradiction, which led its authors first 
to o give up the view that there is one single reality [9] 
and later to conclude that quantum theory cannot consist-
ently describe the use of itself [10], as the contradiction 
appears within a single world. Indeed, many-worlds inter-
pretation of quantum theory has paradoxical features of its 
own [8] and is not only counterfactually indefinite but 
factually indefinite [2]. However, one may wonder how a 
theory with such powerful predictive power that has led to 
so many awesome inventions can contain inconsistencies. 

The EWF is allegedly not just a thought experiment. 
Its authors claim, for example, that if it was realised as a 
game between a gambler and a casino, both parties would 
likely end up in a dispute, putting forward contradicting 
arguments based on quantum-mechanical reasoning that 
should have been accepted as two alternative (observer-
dependent) facts about what was the result of the first 
measurement in this thought experiment [10]. 

The paper aims to evaluate the prospects of the EWF 
implementation as a casino game. Feasibility of imple-
menting Bell-Wigner type experiments [e.g. 4, 5, 17, 3] 
involving coherent entangled states as casino games is 
also discussed. 

2. The EWF with a Super-Observer 

In each round of the EWF in her sealed lab Alice pre-
pares a first qubit 

 1 2
3 3

h t    (1) 

measures it at a certain time t0 in a basis {|h, |t}, records 
the measurement and prepares a second state 

  
0 iff

1 0 1 iff
2

h

t






   
 (2) 

Alice hands the second state1 to Bob (2) residing in 
another sealed lab2. At a later time t1 > t0 Bob measures 

                                                           
1 Describing gruesomely this preparation process: Alice puts 

a cat into a Schrödinger’s box provided with all the necessary 

the received second state in a basis {|0, |1}. At even later 
time t2 > t1 Charlie measures the first state (1) emitted 
from Alice’s lab in a first Hadamard basis 

  1
2

h t ,  1
2

h t  (3) 

and the second state (2) emitted from Bob’s lab in a sec-
ond Hadamard basis 

  1 0 1
2

  ,  1 0 1
2

   (4) 

and the round is completed. Since Charlie doesn’t know 
the measurement of the first qubit (1) emitted from Al-
ice’s lab it is a mixed state with density matrix 

 1 2
3 3

h h t t    (5) 

Charlie measures also mixed state (2) with density matrix 

 1 20 0
3 3      (6) 

There is nothing contradicting in this setup. Measure-
ment probabilities for a large number of rounds are non-
zero p(|h) = p(|1) = 1/3, p(|t) = p(|0) = 2/3; p(|□) = 
p(|○) = 1/2; p(|+) = 5/6, p(|−) = 1/6. 

Due to the assumption of locality, however, this kind 
of thought experiments containing a qubit and someone or 
something else that measures this qubit in a box or lab 
isolated from the environment (Schrödinger’s cat, Wig-
ner’s friend [20], Deutsch’s variant [7], and the EWF) are 
described as coherent big quantum states of those boxes 
or labs. In the case of Alice’s lab, for example, this big 

quantum state is described as a tensor product of the basic 
quantum state (1), some device enabling for a measure-
ment of this basic state and everything else connected 
with this device, and finally Alice herself in her lab in-
cluding her sense organs, brain, etc. This indeed seems 
unrealistic (at least in the context of coherence), even if 

                                                                                              
equipment (a Geiger counter, a flask of poison, etc.) if she 
measures |t but she kills the cat before putting its corpse into the 
box if she measures |h. She delivers the box to Bob who will 
open it to find whether the cat is alive (|1) or dead (|0). 

2 This is the only action that violates otherwise perfect isola-
tion of Alice’s and Bob’s labs. 
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not explicitly precluded by the laws of quantum theory as 
such [10]. Schrödinger’s cat has nothing to do with quan-
tum information science, even if the latter can be har-
nessed to kill the cat. Deutsch's variant, in which a friend 
informs Wigner that she has a definite measurement re-
sult, but does not reveal this result, so as not to accidental-
ly destroy the superposition of the big quantum state from 
inside of the lab is particularly instructive. 

Even if the assumptions (Q, C, S) of the EWF do not 
explicitly include locality [17], locality is used to model 
the enclosed spaces of the labs including Alice and Bob 
themselves and their actions in space and time as a coher-
ent big quantum state that can be defined [6], from Char-
lie’s perspective as 

 1 1 10 0 1
3 3 3AB

h t t     (7) 

after factorizing out Alice, Bob and their devices subsys-
tems. Unlike Schrödinger’s cat or Wigner’s friend, only 
the EWF pretends to be a Bell type experiment. 

In Charlie’s bases {|□, |○} and {|+, |−} |AB is 

 

9 1
12 12

1 1
12 12

9 1 2 1
12 12 12

C
    

   

    

 (8) 

in mixed bases {|h, |t}, {|0, |1}; {|□, |○}, {|+, |−} is 

 

1 1 4
6 6 6

1 20
3 3

AC
h h t

h t

       

  
 (9) 

 

4 1 10 1 1
6 6 6

2 10 1
3 3

CB

t

    

 
 (10) 

The following simple argumentation used to expose 
the contradiction of the EWF [6] is similar to the one used 
in Ref. [12] to illustrate the mystery of the quantum cakes 
(a simple “real-world” explanation of the proof of quan-
tum mechanical nonlocality without the use of inequali-
ties; I will further call it “quantum-cakes explanation”): 
(#1)  We know from |C that measurements of |○ and |− 

are possible with p = 1/12; 
(#2)  We know from |AC that |− ⇒ |h3; 
(#2’) We know from |CB that |○ ⇒ |1; and 
(#3)  We know from |AB that |h ⇒ |0! 
(In other words |○− ⇒ |h1 ∩ |h ⇒ |0). 

It shall be appreciated by a skilled technician that state 
(7) in bases (3), (4) is more symmetric than the oven state 
and bases used in Ref. [12]. It shall be even more appreci-
ated by a skilled technician that the concept of time is 
irrelevant in the quantum-cakes explanation. 

 
The EWF contradiction is, however, derived in Ta-

ble 3 of Ref. [10] on the grounds of the following predic-
tions made by Alice, Bob and Charlie in different times t0, 

                                                           
3 Of course the notation “|− ⇒ |h” means that measurement 

of |− implies measurement of |h, etc. 

t1, t2 during a happy round of this experiment. Each round 
goes like this: 

(0) Alice and Bob prepare and/or measure their states 
(1) and (2) according to the procedure described in 
the outset and Charlie measures |C, that is to de-
scribe the big quantum state of both Alice’s and 
Bob’s labs (@ t2); 

 if Charlie’s measurement result is |□+, |□−, or |○+ 
the round is completed with no contradiction and a 
new round begins; 

☺ if Charlie’s measurement result is |○− then they 
have a happy round and 

(A) Alice knows from (2) that |t (@t0) ⇒ |+ (@t2); 
(B) Bob knows from (2) that |1 (@t1) ⇒ |t (@t0); 
(C) Charlie knows from |C that |○ (@t2) ⇒ |1 (@t1); 

All these four conditions in a happy round of the EWF 

also contradict each other: if ☺ then |○ ⇒ |1 (C), 

|1 ⇒ |t (B) and |t ⇒ |+ (A) (In other words if ☺ then 
C ⇒ B ∩ B ⇒ A ∩ A ⇒ ¬C). 

I will further call this argumentation “superposed-
action explanation”. It is grounded on the statements (A) 
and (B) that Alice’s and Bob’s states (1) and (2) have 
evolved unitarily to a composite entangled state (7) after 
Alice handed the second state to Bob.  

3. Superposed Action 

Let’s have a closer look on how the state (7) could 
possibly be created using the procedure of the EWF under 
the standard assumptions of Wigner’s friend thought 
experiments. Namely, it is assumed that from Charlie’s 
super-observer perspective, after the state (1) is measured 
by Alice at time t0, it becomes 

  0
1 2Alice knows Alice knows 

3 3
t h h t t    (11) 

For the next stage of the EWF a usual definition of the 
 

“Freedom of Choice”. The choice of measurement set-
tings is statistically independent from the rest of the ex-
periment. (statement 3 in the no-go theorem of Ref. [5]), 

 
seems, however, insufficient. Probability amplitudes are 
fixed in all the states and bases of the EWF (they don’t 
need to be chosen in each round of this thought experi-
ment). Proposed, amended definition is 
 
“Freedom of Choice”. Observer’s opportunity and auton-
omy to perform an action selected from at least two avail-
able options is statistically independent from the rest of 
the experiment. 

 
This definition, applies solely to Alice, but not neces-

sarily to Alice, as a human being, but to any device that 
one would put into the lab in place of Alice to do her task 
(2), as long as Charlie does not have a control of this 
device from outside the lab. There is no guarantee that an 
agent or device inside the lab will act/function as ex-
pected. And that makes it impossible to derive arguments 
that implicitly assume that it operates properly. 

Therefore assumption similar to (11) cannot be valid 
for Bob measuring the state (2) prepared by Alice at t1 
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 1
1 0 Bob knows 0 as Alice knew  and did right

3

1 0 Bob knows 0 as Alice knew  and did right
3

1 1 Bob knows 1 as Alice knew  and did right
3

t h

t

t

  

 (12) 

as this would violate Alice’s freedom of choice. The ab-
sence of observer-independent measurements [4, 5] al-
lows one to discuss superpositions of observer-dependent 
measurements (11) of timeless quantum states but not to 
discuss superpositions of observer-dependent time specif-
ic actions (12).  

An action of Alice is not only relative to Alice [4, 5]. 
It can be observed by Bob and Charlie. 

Therefore, from Charlie’s super-observer perspective 
quantum register containing the first qubit (1) and the 
second state |β = |0 or |β = (|0 + |1)/√2 after it was 
prepared by Alice would initially contain either two sepa-
rable pure states {|h0, |t0} (if Alice measured |h) 

 
 0

1 2 0
3 3

1 20 0
3 3

h
h t

h t

    

 
 (13) 

or four separable pure states {|h0, |h1, |t0, |t1} (if Alice 
measured |t) 

 
   01

1 2 1 10 1
3 3 2 2

1 1 2 20 1 0 1
6 6 6 6

t
h t

h h t t

     

   
(14) 

In order to affect the unitary evolution on such different 
quantum registers to bring them both to the entangled 
state |AB that would be the same regardless of the initial 
state |h0 (13) or |t01 (14) Alice must use two different 
variants of some suitable 4⨯4 unitary matrices. 

If she measures (1) as |h she may use first the follow-
ing unitary matrix Ah0 

 

0 0 00

1 20 0
3 3 1

13
1 20 0 0 03 3

02 1 20 0
3 3 3

0
02 10 0

3 3

h h
A  

 
  

   
   
     
       
   

   

 (15) 

while if she measures (1) as |t she may use first the fol-
lowing unitary matrix At01 

 

01 01 00

1 1 1 1 1
6 6 3 3 6

1
1 1 1 1 1

03 3 6 6 6

01 1 1 1 1
6 6 3 3 3

0
1 1 1 1 1

3 3 6 6 3

t t
A  

   
   

    
     
      
          
    

       

(16) 

Then she may use the following unitary matrix R 

 
00

1 1 1 10
3 2 6 31

0 1 0 0 00

1 1 1 100
3 2 6 3

0
1 2 10 0

3 3 3

AB
R  

   
                          

   
   

 (17) 

to receive |AB = R|00 from |00 = Ah0|h0 or 
|00 = At01|t01. 

There are obviously infinitely many possibilities of 
unitary transformations that would bring |h0 or |t01 to 
|AB, as groups of unitary 4⨯4 matrices act transitively 
on the unit vectors in Hilbert spaces over the complex 
numbers (ℂ4). The above exemplary forms model the 
evolution of the EWF, provided they are correctly used. 

Indeed, such an approach assumes that in order to ar-
rive at |AB Alice must after recording the outcome of her 
measurement of the first qubit to be either |h or |t act 
according to this outcome in a manner, predefined by (2) 
by applying an appropriate unitary matrix transformation. 

But what if Alice makes a mistake and applies a 
“wrong” transformation RAh0 or RAt01 to a given input 
quantum register |t01 or |h0 respectively? 

Assume, for example, that there is no agent (no Alice) 
performing the “actual” measurement of the first qubit (1) 
in Alice’s isolated lab but just some mechanism applying 
randomly with a probability p matrix transformation RAh0 
and with the probability (1 - p) matrix transformation 
RAt01 to the initial separable state |h0 or |t01. Table 1 
lists the results of such a mechanism operation. 

 
ini-
tial 
state 

initial 
state 
probability 

applied 
transfor-
mation 
probability 

applied transfor-
mation and the result-
ant state 

resultant 
probability 

|h0 1/3 p RAh0|h0 = |AB p/3 

1 - p RAt01|h0 = |ABth (1 - p)/3 

|t01 2/3 p RAh0|t01 = |ABht 2p/3 

1 - p RAt01|t01 = |AB 2(1 - p)/3 

Table 1. Random application of composite matrix 
transformations RAh0 and RAt01 

In this scenario state |AB would be obtained with 
probability of p/3 + 2(1 - p)/3 = 2/3 - p/3 which has max-
imum of 2/3 for p = 0. But the following two4 different 
states |ABth and |ABht would also be obtained 

 10.847 0.514 0.130 0 6
ABth

h t t     (18) 

 0.680 0.236 10 1 00.680 0.136
ABht

h h t t      (19) 

certainly with non-zero probability if one assumes that 
Alice has the freedom of choice in affecting the unitary 
evolution of the initial state |h0 (13) or |t01 (14). Al-
ice’s freedom of choice implies her fallibility. These 
states in mixed bases {|h, |t}, {|0, |1}; {|□, |○}, {|+, 
|−} are for |ABth 

 0.612 0.749 0.235 0.099
Cth

          (20) 

 0.599 0.599 0.267 0.460
ACth

h h t t          (21) 

 0.962 0.236 10 0 10.096 0.096
CBth

      (22) 

and for |ABht 

 0.495 0.866 0.050 0.050
Cht

          (23) 

 0.315 0.648 0.385 0.577
ACht

h h t t          (24) 

                                                           
4 At least |ABth for p = 0. 
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 10.962 0.263 0.0700 1
CBht

     (25) 

Quantum-cakes-explanation fails both for |ABth and 
|ABht 
(#1)  We know from |C* that measurements of |○− are 

possible; but 
(#2)  We know from |AC* that |− ⇏ |h.  □ 

 
Superposed-action explanation also fails if Alice 

makes a mistake. Charlie can measure |C* at time t2 and 
observe |○− but Alice’s claim based on (2) that |t meas-
ured at time t0 implies (|0 + |1)/√2 = |+ measured at 
time t2 is false merely due to her own mistake. Neither 
Bob’s claim, also based on (2), that |1 measured at time t1 
implies |t measured at time t0 is true. 

Elementary arithmetic shows that any normalised non-
maximally entangled state 

 0 0 1
AB

a h c t d t     (26) 

measured in the EWF bases is 

 2 2

2 2

C

a c d a c d

a c d a c d

    
   

   
   

 (27) 

  
2 2 2AC

a c d c d
h h t t  

         (28) 

  0 0 1 1
2 2 2CB

a c a c d  
     (29) 

where the normalisation constraint (〈| = 1) and the 
surjective isometry constraints: a - c + d ≠ 0 (27), c -
 d = 0 (28), and a - c = 0 (29), imposed to satisfy the con-
ditions (#1)-(#3) of the quantum-cakes explanation, lead 
to the unique solution of c = d, a = c = d with probability 
amplitude having modulus |d| = 1/√3. |ABth and |ABht 
do not belong to this solution. 

Therefore the entangled quantum state that Alice de-
livers to Bob may not be |AB but |ABth and |ABht as 
well, regardless of the outcome of her measurement of the 
first qubit (1). Thus the contradiction of the EWE cannot 
be discussed in isolation from Alice’s freedom of choice 
understood as her fallibility. 

4. Conclusion 

Authors of the EWF argue to have arrived at the con-
tradiction by letting (understood as affecting the unitary 
evolution of) the second state (2) that Bob receives from 
Alice to depend on a random value measured and known 
by Alice [10]. But since there is no unitary transformation 
that would bring a pure, single qubit state (1) and two 
versions of a mixed state (2) into an entangled pure two 
qubit state (7), as discussed above, this argumentation is 
false. 

It is not the incompatibility of the unitary evolution 
and the measurement involved in the piecewise-defined 
function (2) that is not self-consistent [18, [1]] (although 
this incompatibility is the only source of contradictions in 
Bell type experiments) but this piecewise definition, as 
such. In this particular 1 out of 12 (on average) rounds of 
the experiment where |○− is measured by Charlie the if-

and-only-ifs in (2) cannot be guaranteed to hold and pos-
sible errors of Alice must be accounted for. 

Presence of these errors should discourage a casino 
manager from offering a gambling game based on the 
principles of the EWF. In a dispute between a gambler 
and a casino, the judge should rule in favour of the gam-
bler: shifting the responsibility for erroneous operation of 
this game to the gambler (consumer) appears as an unfair 
commercial practice. 

Fortunately these considerations are academic and no 
judge will ever need to rule in such a case as the EWF is 
impossible to be implemented as a game in a casino. Co-
herent unitary transformations of the big quantum state 
(7) performed from within the lab by Alice herself [10] 
pursuant to the recipes of (1) and (2), or similar, are im-
possible.  

 
Much of the essence of quantum theory already makes 

itself known in the case of just two non-orthogonal states 
[11]. But in the case of the EWF, the specific type of 
quantum states (1), (2), (7), measurements, outcomes and 
actions involved in the argument are relevant and should 
not be omitted [5]. This is important if one compares the 
EWF with Bell type experiments, and in particular with 
those belonging to their subset, which exclude coexist-
ence of observer-independent measurements [4, 5, 17, 3] 
(Bell-Wigner type experiments [17]). Observer-
independent measurements do not exist [4, 5] but this 
conclusion cannot be derived through the backdoor, at the 
price of inconsistency of quantum theory. It manifests in 
collected statistics of measurements of an entangled state 
but not in the flawed argument of superposed-action. 

 
On the contrary to the EWF, a casino manager should 

not be discouraged from offering a gambling game based 
on the principles of the Bell-Wigner type experiments. 
They are by all means implementable in practice, while 
errors are relatively small5. 6-photon Bell-Wigner type 
experiment, violated the associated Bell type inequality 
by 5 standard deviations [17]. But here Alice, Bob and 
Charlie are photon detectors whose detections are pro-
cessed by a classical computer to find 6-photon coinci-
dence events. Thus Alice and Bob not only inform Charlie 
about obtaining a definite measurement results [7] (using 
heralding signals α’ and β’) but also reveal these results 
and yet do not destroy the superposition of the entangled 
state. As Bell-Wigner type experiments boil down to non-
local correlations of observer-dependent measurements, 
which correlations are known at least from Bells’ theo-
rem, a judge would be presented with an easy task in any 
dispute between a gambler and a casino: lack of observer-
independent measurements [4, 5] is a known, experimen-
tally proven [17, 3], feature of quantum theory. 

Different measurement times could be easily intro-
duced in Bell-Wigner type setups. In the case of photonic 
implementation physical delays can be employed on par-
ticular light guides between a laser and detectors. On the 
other hand, in a relativistic frame of reference of a photon 
no time passes between an emission of the photon by a 
laser and its absorption by a detector, which is otherwise 
known as time dilation. Quantum state (in particular an 
entangled one) is, as such, time-independent. 

                                                           
5 95-99% polarizing efficiency is typical in quantum optics. 
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5. Loose Ends 

Concepts of physical space, time, velocity, particles 
[16], position, momentum, etc., used to model perceived 
nature and express these models and observations in clas-
sical terms should be used, at least in explaining Bell type 
experiments, with extreme caution. Insofar as these con-
cepts are experimentally verifiable (often only to a certain 
extent, like in the case of position and momentum, for 
example), they introduce axioms of their own and one 
runs into trouble trying to reconcile the results of these 
experiments with these axioms that are intuitively taken 
for granted. Intuitive axiomatization of time as a contin-
ued progress of existence, for example, does not hint at 
the solution of the arrow of time problem.  

I think that one should rather take for granted univer-
sal validity of quantum theory (assumption Q of 
Ref. [10]) and try to find loopholes in the other axioms, 
than the other way round. 

 
Assume, as another example, that physical space ex-

ists as three-dimensional extent in which objects and 
events (this includes time to this definition) have relative 
position and direction. This assumption is in fact an as-
sumption of 

 
“Locality”. An object is directly influenced only by its 
immediate surroundings6. 
 

The notion of distance function (metric) d is required 
to define these immediate surroundings and time is in-
cluded in the notion of influencing. It is required that a 
metric d satisfies three metric axioms. The 1st metric axi-
om  

  , 0d x y x y    (30) 

is known as the identity of indiscernibles principle, stat-
ing, in the context of spacetime, that there cannot be sepa-
rate points x, y of spacetime that have all their spacetime 
coordinates in common. 

The identity of indiscernibles, however, is not satis-
fied by the Łukaszyk-Karmowski metric D [14] defining a 
distance between two random variables or vectors X, Y 
given by their joint probability distributions for which 
even D(X, X) > 0 in general. This can be extended to 
square integrable quantum states in spacetime. 
D(Xδ, Xδ) = 0 if and only if Xδ is given by joint Dirac delta 
distributions over spacetime (there is a certain collision of 
definitions, as event in probability theory is not the same 
as event in relativity) 

          0, , , x y zF x y z t x y z t t             (31) 

where μx, μy, μz are spatial coordinates and t0 denotes 
measurement time.  

These distributions are independent, since a dimension 
of a mathematical space is the minimum natural number 
of independent parameters (coordinates) needed to specify 
any point within it. Any dependence would introduce 

                                                           
6 Alternatively and perhaps better suited for the EWF and 

Bell type experiments: The choice of the measurement settings 
of one observer has no influence on the outcomes of the other 
d is tan t  observer(s)” (statement 2 in f Ref. [5]). 

non-orthogonality (or a fractal dimension). Therefore Xδ 
corresponds to a measurement of a location of an object in 
a space performed by an observer at a given time t0 (a fact 
about a location of an object in spacetime) and 
D(Xδ, Xδ) = 0 means that this measurement is relative only 
to this particular observer. Since facts are relative to an 
observer [4, 5], a different observer will measure different 
Yδ, given by 

          1, , , x y zG x y z t x y z t t             (32) 

This invalidates the identity of indiscernibles axiom, 
in the context of physical spacetime. Measurement times 
(t0, t1, etc.), in particular, are relative to an observer, 
which is known from special relativity. 

Born rule is commonly described as saying that prob-
ability is equal to the squared probability amplitude. This 
is somehow incorrect in continuous spacetime settings, as 
in this case the probability of obtaining a measurement 
outcome of a continuous random variable X (for simplici-
ty just one spatial dimension is considered) is calculated 
in an interval [xa, xb] as Lebesgue-integral of a probability 
density function fX of this random variable 

       2
b b

a a

x x

a b X

x x

P x X x f x dx x dx      (33) 

where ψ(x) could be the spatial component of the quan-
tum state of a particle in one-dimensional potential well 
[13]. 

Cardinality of a set of real numbers is 2^ℵ0, while the 
measurement results are eigenvalues λ of an observable A 
(Hermitian operator) corresponding to the position in this 
dimension, roots of a characteristic polynomial of this 
operator. They can be irrational numbers even if the char-
acteristic polynomial has natural coefficients (e.g. 
x

2+7x+8) but the measurement result is always a definite 
(rational) number7. Cardinality of a set of rational num-
bers is ℵ0 and by continuum hypothesis (or axiom) there 
is no set S having cardinality |S| satisfying ℵ0 < |S| < 2^ℵ0. 
The concept of probability is not the same as the concept 
of probability density function 

    
2 2

b

a

x

i

x

x x dx     (34) 

even though Dirac delta distribution over space-time 
interval would sift out the eigenvalue(s) of an observable 
A in (33). 

 
The identity of indiscernibles is also generally dis-

proven [17] by the Ugly duckling mathematical theorem 
[19] stating that any two objects insofar as they are distin-
guishable (they do not have all their spacetime coordi-
nates in common) are equally similar. No classification is 
possible without some sort of bias. 

 
Observed anomalies in the cosmic microwave back-

ground radiation which are aligned with the plane of the 
Solar System, dubbed the “Axis of Evil” [sic], hint that 
our intuitive concept of physical space is incorrect. Also 

                                                           
7 In Polish “liczba wymierna” (“measurable number”). 
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quantum electrodynamics or sonoluminescence phenome-
non, the mechanism of which remains unknown, preclude 
any naïve understanding of physical space.  

 
There is no Heisenberg cut between quantum and 

classical description, as there is nothing that can be classi-
cally described8 as existing, albeit everything remains to 
be modelled and “expressed in classical terms” (Niels 
Bohr, quoted from Ref. [6]). Attempts to resuscitate clas-
sicality on the grounds of alleged flaws of quantum de-
scription have proven unsuccessful so far. The argument 
of inconsistency of quantum theory [10] fails on a closer 
scrutiny. The argument of its incompleteness has ulti-
mately (albeit only after more than 29 years between May 
15, 1935 and November 4, 1964) also failed. 

The absence of observer-independent measurements 
implicitly excludes any theory of everything, insofar as 
one demands that it will fully explain and link together 
observer-dependent measurements within a single, ob-
server-independent framework [4, 5]. “It is wrong to think 
that the task of physics is to find out how nature is. Phys-
ics concerns what we can say about nature” (Niels Bohr, 
quoted from Ref. [4]). We can definitely say that there is 
no single observer-independently measurable classical 
world [4, 5]. That implies that the features of the observed 
nature (in a way a single world), such as dimensionality 
[15] in particular, do not correspond to any of the observ-
er-dependent classical worlds, and that Erare humanum 

est. 
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